Associated with every locally compact group are triples of Banach algebras (1) TO, L\G), L"(G)},
{A(G\ C\G\ B(G)}
intimately connected with duality theory (the notation is that of [1]). In both cases the middle algebra is the closure of L X (G) in the dual of the first algebra and also the predual of the third algebra (at least when G is amenable in the second case). Furthermore, the third algebra is closely connected with the multiplier algebra of the first algebra.
For abelian groups, compact or discrete, Varopoulos [11], [12] showed to great effect how the second triple could be obtained and studied by starting with the tensor product ^0(G) (8) 9 a a tensorial norm [5] , rather than with (1) 
A Varopoulos space V a {X, Y) is said to be a Varopoulos algebra if a( ƒ • g) ^ a(/)oc(g) for the pointwise product of/, g e ^0(X) ®^0 ( 7) isometrically or with norm-decreasing inclusion. The right-hand equality follows from the fact that ^0 ( 7) is an if?ï+ £ -space for every e>0 [9] . From the Grothendieck 'fundamental theorem for metric spaces' [5] , [9] we obtain THEOREM 3. Up to equivalence of norms,
where K G is the Grothendieck universal constant. 
THEOREM 4 (KWAPIEN-PIETSCH). A linear operator T'. c ê Çi {Y)->M(X) belongs to (V PQ (X, 7))* if and only if for each £>0 there exist probability measures /u on X and v on Y such that
1T\G) n <g(G) = iT\G d ) n V(G) "Bochner-Eberlein"
isometrically (G d =G with discrete topology).
The most precise results are obtained when G is amenable with an interesting use of the Glicksberg-Reiter theorem. Theorems 2, 5 and 6 now provide a completely new approach to the main results of Herz (both in [6] 
